
Ref: AISV-26th WR-18th-23rd October 2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 18th
October, 2021 to 23th October, 2021.

Pre Primary Section

PRAYER TIME

● A Gift to you!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu

NURSERY

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practiced shloka “Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu”
on a daily basis.

RHYMES Little stars were introduced to new rhymes ‘Baa Baa Black
Sheep’ and ‘Pussy Cat Pussy Cat’.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones practiced ‘Letter Q’ in their textbooks and
notebooks.
They were also introduced to a new letter Letter K through
video and objects.

MATHS/PRE
MATH

Tiny tots were introduced to a new number ‘Number 5’.

GK Master minds were introduced to ‘Wild Animals’ by
making a zoo model and through augmented reality.

FINE MOTORS Shining stars enjoyed ‘Number Activity’ by tying rubber
bands according to numbers  on ice cream candy sticks.



LOWER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practiced shloka “Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu” on
a daily basis.

RHYMES Kids revised the rhymes “Rainbow, Polly put, Rain on,
Pat a cake, Hello Mr. Bunny” through actions and were
introduced to new rhyme “The clock” through video.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones revised the phonic sounds of all the alphabets.
They revised all the sight words done uptill now and also
were introduced to a new sight word 'of' through sentence
reading on zoom board. They practiced writing letters Xx
and Yy in their textbooks and notebooks. They were
introduced to the letter Zz through textual exercises and
picture reading.

MATHS/PRE
MATH

Kids were revised numbers 1-24 orally. They were
introduced with number 25 in their maths notebook.
They practice writing number 25 in their Maths textbook.
Kids had written 'Numbers 21 - 25' in their notebook
and did textual exercise. They were introduced with the
number names - 1,2,3 on black board and pre math
concept “More and less” through flash cards and did
textual exercises in their textbook.



GK Kids revised about the topic "My school" and were
introduced to Safety at the playground through picture
reading.

HINDI Litter stars revised vyanjan ‘क, ख, ग,घ, ङ,च' orally and
were revised vyanjan ‘ छ ‘ through PPT showed in the
class. They practiced writing vyanjan ‘छ ‘ in their Hindi
textbook and notebook.

FINE MOTORS Shining stars tried their hands on transferring self made
paper balls from one bowl to another with the help of
paper rolls made by themselves.

ART AND CRAFT Children enthusiastically drew the image of ‘My School
Building’ and showed up their creativity by filling colours
to their drawing.

STORYTELLING
/ PEER CHAT

Rockstars enjoyed revising the story "The Magic Lamp".

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practiced shloka " Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu "
on a daily basis.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Children did practice of “ll” words and they also completed
textbook exercises of the same.



MATHS/PRE
MATH

Kids did different activities related to Backward counting in
the textbook and notebook. And introduce numerals “51 -
100“. Kids wrote the same in the textbook. Also did recap
of just before, just after and between in their notebook.

HINDI Little ones were introduced to the vyanjan “ भ, म ”. Also,
kids wrote the same in the textbook and notebook. Also did
the “आओ दोहराएँ - 6”.

ART AND CRAFT Little ones had fun drawing the “Dussehra Image” in their
yova drawing book.

STORY TELLING
/PEER CHAT

Kids were introduced to a new story “The Apple Tree” by
showing a video. And did a thumb print activity.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS

★ GREEN COLOUR DAY :  (22nd October 2021)

Most of life is in the colour green.
Green : The prime colour of the world, and that form which its loveliness
arises.

Our Nursery blooming buds celebrated Green Colour Day in which they
made a Save Tree Collage by finger printing leaves on earth.



★ PARENTS TEACHERS MEET : (23rd October 2021)

Education is a shared commitment between dedicated teachers,
motivated students and enthusiastic parents.

Parents Teacher Meet was conducted offline to discuss kids progress in
the virtual classes. It is a great opportunity for Teacher and Parents to
work for the betterment of children in both academic and non -
academic performance.



Primary Section

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were
conducted for grades 1 to 5 through the
Zoom Cloud Meeting App and 6 to 10
through Google Meet. Students were
taught all the subjects i.e. English,
Hindi, Maths, Science, Social Science,
3rd Language(Gujarati/Sanskrit),
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft sessions were also
conducted for the students.



Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students were introduced with the new topic of Grammar i.e., Unit
11 -‘This, That, These, Those’. Textual exercise was done.

English Cafe Children were introduced to the new poetry ‘What do they do?’.

Math Students learned the Subtraction of two 2-digit numbers and
Three 2- digit numbers. Textual exercise and extra sums were
solved in the class. Practice worksheet for the same was shared in
the google classroom.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter, ‘Safety Rules’ and
wrote hard words of the chapter in the notebook.

Hindi छा�� ने “ ऋ “ क� मा�ा के श�द और वा�य को पढ़ना एवं �लखना �सखा।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

MUSIC Students learned and practiced Diwali songs.

YOGA Students enjoyed a book balancing game involving physical
exercises  and frog jumps.

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song ‘Bum Bum bole’.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students were introduced with a new topic in grammar i.e., Unit
10- ‘I, We, You, He, She, It ’. Textual exercise was done in the
class.



Students were introduced with another grammar topic i.e., Unit
11- ‘Me, Them, Us, Her, His, It’.

Math Children learnt the subtraction of bigger numbers and word
problems of subtraction of numbers upto 1000. Textual exercise
was done in class.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter, ‘Air Around Us’, and
wrote hard words of the chapter in the notebook.

Hindi छा�� ने ‘चाँद क� �च�ठ�’ �च� पहेल� को समझा , ��नो क� चचा� �कया। चाँद के बारे
म� जानकार� , �ेम भाव , �यवहा�रकता जसेै जीवन म�ूय� को जाना। प� - लेखन के
बारे म� जानकार� �ा�त �कया।

MUSIC Students learnt diwali songs.

YOGA Students enjoyed a book balancing game involving physical
exercises  and frog jumps.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students completed the incomplete part of Nature Drawing- Carrot
and Brinjal in a creative drawing book and filled the colours by
applying shades.

Dance Students  are learning to dance to the song ‘Bum Bum Bole’.

Grade 3

English The grammar topic, ‘Adjectives: Degree of Comparison’ was
introduced to the students and the three forms of comparison
with examples were explained to them. Textual exercise was
done in the class.

Math Students learned about ‘Measurement of Capacity’ exercises
and practiced the same in their notebooks. They also revised the
chapter ‘Measurement’ by solving textual exercises and
practiced the same in their notebooks.

Science Students learned the clothes that suit the different types of
weather. Textual objectives were discussed during class and
subjectives answers were shared in Google Classroom for writing



in the notebook. Also a new chapter on ‘Air, Water and
weather’ was started wherein the composition of Air was
explained to students. Students were asked to write the uses of
air in daily activities.

Hindi छा�� ने ‘अकल का पौधा’ एकांक� को जाना , समझा एवं उसका अ�यास �कया।
वन�प�त जगत , व�ृारोपण , खेल जसेै जीवन म�ूय� को जाना।

Computer Students learned about Parts of ‘MS WORD’ in detail.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Music Students learnt the nature song and diwali songs.

Art & Craft Students drew & filled the colours in Bird and Parrot sitting on
the tree.

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song ‘Abhi toh party
shuru hui hai’ .

Grade 4

English Completed the chapter ‘ Lion on the loose’ . Students have
started solving the textbook exercise

Math Continuing the chapter ‘Fractions' ', students came to know
the comparison of fractions i.e. greater and smaller. They came
to know the arrangement of ascending order and descending
order of fractions. Also, they came to know the addition and
subtraction of fractions. They did the textual exercises related to
this.

Science Completed the chapter ‘Circulatory system and excretory
system’ . Students have completed the textbook exercise and
Notebook work from the chapter is assigned. Students were also
introduced to the new chapter ‘ The solar system ‘ where in
they came to know about different types of celestial bodies , sun
and the planets

Social Science Completed chapter ‘Forests and Wildlife of India’, wherein
the students were explained topics showing videos and ppt.
Locating different types of forest in the map of India was done



by students. Textual exercise of the same was discussed in the
class. Extra worksheet was given for practice.

Hindi छा�� ने ‘द��ा क� देन’ कहानी को जाना ,समझा एवं उसका अ�यास �कया।
�याकरण म� "अप�ठत ग�यांश" के बारे म� जानकार� �ा�त �कया।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "ઓ ની મા�ા વાળા શ�દો ‘ની સમજ મેળવી અને ‘પોપટ અને

મોરવાતા� �ુ ંવાચંન કર� ��ોની ચચા� કર�.

Computer In the chapter, ‘Introduction to coding’ , Students came to
know about flowchart and their symbols.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Music Students learnt the nature song and diwali songs.

Art & Craft Students drew musical instruments.

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song ‘Abhi toh party
shuru hui hai’.

Grade 5

English The textual exercise of the chapter, ‘The Village that
Overcame Drought’ was completed in the class. The grammar
topic, ‘Pronouns’ was introduced to the students and different
kinds of pronouns with examples were explained to them.

Math Continuing the chapter ‘Time and Temperature’, students
came to know how to find out elapsed time, finishing time,
starting time, duration, finishing date and starting date. They
did textual exercises related to this.

Science Completed the chapter ‘Air and water’. Experiments to show
the properties of air and methods of filtration were
demonstrated. Students have completed the textbook exercise
and the notebook work is assigned.

Social Science In the chapter, ‘Attaining Freedom’ the students understood
about the exploitation of Indians under colonial rule.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �याकरण म� पाठ- 5 '�वशषेण' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "તહ�વાર િ�ય ભારત" ની સમજ મેળવી અને વષ�માં આવતા

તહ�વારોની  ચચા� કર�.

Computer Students learnt the methods of how to be safe and alter
netizens.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song ‘Raatan
Lambiyan’.

Grade 6

English Poem,’Fishbones dream’ was studied with students, textual
exercise was also done. Diary entry was also learned by the
students in order to enhance their writing skills.

Math Continuing the chapter ‘Practical Geometry’, students came
to know about the constructions of the perpendicular bisector
of a straight line and angle bisector of a given angle by using a
compass.

Science Continuing the chapter ‘Habitat and Adaptation’, students
came to know about the adaptations for boreal forests,
grasslands and deserts by going through the video.

Social Science The chapter, ‘Key elements of Democratic Government’
was completed along with discussion of question and answers.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 8 'ता�गेवाला' कहानी के �याकरण संबंधी ��न� को क�ा
अतंग�त हल �कया।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "અનોખી ચકલી" લેખ ની સમજ મેળવી અને અલગ અલગ �કાર

ની બહારના દ�શોની ચકલીઓ િવશ ેચચા� કર�

Computer In the chapter , ‘Basics of coding’, Students came to know
about conditional and looping statements with examples.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.



Music Students practiced a prayer song, ``All things bright and
beautiful, and the national song ‘vande matram’.

Art & Craft Students drew geometrical drawings.

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song ‘Raatan
Lambiyan’.

Physical
Education

Students performed warm up exercises up to bottom . General
information about handball games was given. They also
practiced dribbling and passing skills.

Grade 7

English Prose ‘Harold: the hornbill’ was studied with the students
and textual exercise was also done. Diary entry was also
learned by the students in order to enhance their writing skills.

Math Continuing with the chapter ‘Ratio and Proportion and
unitary methods’, students were able to solve textual
examples of proportion .

Science Continuing with the chapter, ‘Reproduction in Plants’ various
modes of asexual reproduction and sexual reproduction, parts
of a flower, pollination, fertilization and seed dispersal were
explained. The textual exercise was discussed with the
students.

Social Science The chapter ‘Growing up as Boys and Girls’ was completed
along with discussion of question and answers.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 8 '�सदंबाद' हा�यकथा को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "આપ�ું ગામ�ુ"ં વાતા� ની સમજ મેળવી , ગામડાનંી રહ�ણી

-કરણીની ચચા� કર�.

Computer In the chapter, ‘Apps Used today’, different categories of apps
were explained.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Music Students practiced a prayer song,`All things bright and



beautiful, and the national song ‘vande matram’.

Art & Craft Students drew letter writing in a sketchbook.

Dance Students learning to dance to the song ‘Raatan lambiyan’.

Physical
education

Students performed warm up exercises up to bottom . General
information about handball games was given. They also
practiced dribbling and passing skills.

Grade 8

English Prose ‘Mallipo’ was studied with the students and textual
exercise was also done. Diary entry was also learned by the
students in order to enhance their writing skills.

Math Continuing with the chapter ‘Fractionation’. Students learned
the identities and used it for factorisation. Students were able
to solve textual examples of factorisation.

Science
-Physics

Continuing with the chapter, ‘Our Universe’, discussions about
the different constellations, movement of the celestial objects,
galaxies and milky way was done by the students in the class.

Science
Chemistry

Students were introduced to the new chapter ‘Artificial fibres
and plastics’ wherein they came to know about the different
types of fibres ,their properties and sources.

Social Science A new chapter, ‘Tribals, Dikus and the Vision of a Golden
Age’ was introduced in the class. Students came to know about
the lives of hunters-gatherers, settled cultivators, herders,
shifting cultivators and tribal chiefs. They learned about the
changes brought by Britishers in the lives of tribal chiefs.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 8 'सरोद- �ी सरोद- रानी' के ��नो�र� पर चचा� क�।

Computer In the chapter, ‘ Artificial Intelligence’, Students came to
know about machine learning and deep learning.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.



Music Students practiced a prayer song,`All things bright and
beautiful, and the national song ‘vande matram’.

Art & Craft Students drew the picture composition on Diwali.

Dance Students learning to dance to the song ‘ Raatan lambiyan’.

Physical
Education

Students performed warm up exercises up to bottom . General
information about handball games was given. They also
practiced dribbling and passing skills.

Secondary Section

Grade 9

English Prose ‘Packing’ was studied with the students and textual
exercise was also done.

Math Introduced a new chapter ‘Quadrilateral’ with the
properties of different types of quadrilateral. Also, students
appeared for a class test of chapter ‘Probability and
statistics’.

Sci-Chemistry Introduced a new chapter ‘Structure of the atom’ . The
structure of atoms, subatomic particles and the discovery of
electrons were explained in the class.

Sci-Physics The textual exercise of the chapter, ‘Why do we fall ill ?’
was discussed and completed. A new chapter, ‘Gravitation’
was introduced to the class. Universal Gravitational Constant
-G, its importance and mathematical derivation of G were
explained to the students.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने अथ� के आधार पर वा�य के भेद� को समझा।

SS-PS New chapter was introduced ‘Working of Institution’.
Wherein they came to know about the institute i.e. working
of our government, what is office memorandum and Mandal
Commission.

SS-GEO In the chapter, ‘Climate’ students understood about the
effect of Jet streams, western cyclonic disturbance and
tropical cyclones on the climate of India.



Computer Students came to know about paragraph formatting and font
formatting options in Word.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Physical Education Students performed warm up exercises up to bottom .
General information about handball games was given. They
also practiced dribbling and passing skills.

Grade 10

English Prose ‘Making of scientists ’ was studied with the students
and textual exercise was also discussed.

Math Introduced the chapter ‘Statistics’ and students understood
the mean, median and mode for grouped data.

Sci-Chemistry Continuing the chapter ‘ Carbon and its compounds’ . The
allotropes of carbon , their properties and uses were discussed
in the classroom.

Sci-Biology The necessity for reproduction, DNA replication process,
importance of variation during DNA replication, different types
of asexual modes of reproduction like, fission, budding,
fragmentation, regrenation and vegetative modes by natural
ways was discussed with the students, from the chapter, ‘How
do Organisms Reproduce?’

SS- GEO In the chapter, ‘Manufacturing Industries’ students came to
know about the importance of manufacturing and how
manufacturing and urbanisation go hand in hand. They were
given an introduction to the textile industry and its value
chain.

Hindi छा�� ने �पश� प�ुतक से कारतसू पाठ पढ़ा व समझा।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.



EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS:

PARENTS’ TEACHER MEETING (23-10-2021) :

The first in person parents’ teacher meeting of the academic year 2021- 22 was
conducted physically at school on 23- 10-2021. The PTM was a big success and
received a general positive feedback from the parents. The steps and measures
taken by the school management and the staff to continue the online teaching was
well appreciated . We thank all the parents for all the support provided.


